Getting Wet: A MILF at the Door

This story is collected in my box set
MILFs, Dares and Billionaires! Tommy is
in college and has the requisite crappy
college summer job - delivering pizzas and
working with a bunch of broken down
slobs. So when an order comes in that no
one else wants to take, Tommy gladly
does, if only to escape the miserable
confines of the pizza joint. To his surprise,
the customer that awaits him doesnt just
have pizza on her mind. Shes an older
woman who is feeling lonely and shes got
some tricks to show Tommy that are going
to spin his world in a whole new direction.
WARNING: This 4000+ word story is
intended for readers 18 years of age and
older.
It contains explicit sexual
encounters between a college-aged kid and
an older woman that include masturbation,
squirting, and oral sex.
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